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We study a sorting machine consisting of two stacks in series where the
first stack has the added restriction such that entries in the stack must be
in decreasing order from top to bottom. We give the basis of the class
of permutations that are sortable by this machine which shows that it is
enumerated by the Schro¨der numbers.
1. INTRODUCTION
A stack is a sorting device that works by a sequence of push and pop operations. This last-in, first-
out machine was shown by Knuth [4] to sort a permutation if and only if that permutation avoids
the pattern 231. That is, if there are not three indices i < j < k with pi(k) < pi(i) < pi(j), then it is
possible to run pi through a stack and output the identity permutation. The class of stack-sortable
permutations is enumerated by the Catalan numbers.
In the language of permutation patterns, any downset of permutations in the permutation con-
tainment ordering is a class, and every class has a basis, which consists of the minimal permutations
not in the class. Especially given that the basis for the class of permutations sortable by one stack
contains only a single pattern of length three, considering two stacks in series is quite natural.
However, the problem becomes rather unwieldy. In the case of two stacks in series, Murphy [7]
showed that class of sortable permutations has an infinite basis. The enumeration of this class also
appears to be difficult. The best known bounds are given by Albert, Atkinson, and Linton [1].
To get a better handle on this problem, many have considered different types of weaker sorting
machines. One such weaker machine is a stack in which the entries must increase when read from
top to bottom. Atkinson, Murphy, and Rusˇkuc [2] found an optimal result for two increasing stacks
in series. (Note that to obtain the identity permutation, the last stack will be an increasing stack
even without declaring this restriction.) Interestingly enough, this basis was still infinite but the
permutation class was found to be in bijectionwith the permutations that avoid 1342 as enumerated
by Bo´na [3]. Both enumerations were found by using a bijection with β(0, 1) trees.
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Figure 1: Sorting the permutation 24513.
One can analogously define a decreasing stack as a stack in which the entries must decreasewhen
read from top to bottom. In this paper, we study sorting with a decreasing stack followed by an
increasing stack, a machine we call DI (and refer to the decreasing stack as D and the increasing
stack as I). Our main result shows that the class of DI-sortable permutations has a finite basis,
{3142, 3241}. Kremer [5, 6] has shown previously that this class is enumerated by the large Schro¨der
numbers.
2. THE CLASS OF DI-SORTABLE PERMUTATIONS
We first illustrate how a permutation can be sorted with the DI sorting machine in Figure 1. Notice
that this permutation contains the pattern 2341 and as such cannot be sorted by two increasing
stacks in series.
Proposition 2.1. The permutations 3142 and 3241 are not DI-sortable.
Proof. First consider 3142. First one must input the 3 into D. As D is a decreasing stack, the 3must
be moved to I before the 1 enters D. While allowed by the stack restrictions, placing the 4 over the
1 in D would force us to later put the 4 above the 3 in I, resulting in failure. Hence, the 1must enter
I before the 4 enters D. Whether the 1 stays in I or goes to the output is of no consequence. We still
must have the 3 in I, 4 in D, and no good move. The 3 is not the next entry we wish to output. The
4 cannot move to I while the 3 is in it since I is an increasing stack. And the 2 cannot move to D
while the 4 is in it since D is an decreasing stack. Thus 3142 is not sortable by DI.
Now consider 3241. As before, one must input the 3 into D first and then the 3 must be moved
to I before the 2 enters D. Placing the 4 over the 2 in D would again result in having to put the 4
above the 3 in I. Hence, the 2must enter I before the 4 enters D. And now we are stuck again. The 2
is not the next entry we want to output. The 4 cannot move to I while the 2 and 3 are in it since I is
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an increasing stack. And the 1 cannot move to D while the 4 is in it since D is an decreasing stack.
Hence 3241 is not sortable by DI either.
3. ALGORITHM
Wenow give an algorithm for sorting permutationswith ourmachine DI. Consider the permutation
that we wish to sort to be the input and on the right of the machine as is standard.
1. If the top entry of the increasing stack I is the next entry of the output, then push the entry to
the output.
2. If all of them entries in the decreasing stack Dmake up the nextm entries of the output, then
push those entries to I.
3. Otherwise, if the next entry of the input is smaller than the top entry of I and larger than the
top entry of D, then push it onto D.
4. Finally if neither of those moves are available, then push the entry from D to I.
Note that the second step of the algorithm is not actually necessary in terms of making it opti-
mal. However, it does get entries to the output more quickly.
Using our algorithm, we now show that the set of forbidden patterns {3142, 3241} classify our
sortable permutations.
Proposition 3.1. The basis for the class of permutation sortable by DI using the given algorithm is {3142, 3241}.
Proof. Suppose pi is a permutation not sortable by DI. Consider the point at which the algorithm
fails. Then theremust be an entry c atop the increasing stack I that is not the next entry to be output.
The decreasing stack D will be empty as those entries move from D to I as part of the algorithm.
Also, the first of the remaining input entries, say d, must be larger than the entry c. Finally, the
smallest entry b that we were not able to successfully output must appear later in the input since
any smaller entries in D can always move to I and then be output at their turn. Clearly, the entry c
appears before d in the permutation pi.
At the point when c moved from D to I, we know that every entry in I must have been larger
than c. Also, moving d atop c (or any other entry smaller than d) in D is preferred by the algorithm
if d is also smaller than the top entry of I, so there must have been a situation that forced c to be
moved to I before d could enter.
At this point of moving when c moved from D to I, it could have been the case that the top
entry h of D was smaller than the first available entry of the input, but larger than c. Note that this
first entry of the input can be assumed to be d, because moving c to the output does not allow for
this large entry to enter D either. Also note that if h appeared after c in pi, there would have been
another entry c < h < h2 < d that forced h from D to I. Repeat this process until we find one that
did appear before c in pi. Hence we have the pattern hcdb, that is 3241 in pi.
The other possibility is that there could have been an entry a < c between c and d in pi that could
not enter D until c was pushed to I. In this case, this entry a must later move to I itself, and since
c is atop I at the time d is at the front of the input, a must have been output. Hence we have the
pattern cadb, that is 3142 in pi.
Proposition 3.2. The given algorithm is optimal for sorting permutations with the DI machine.
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Proof. Let pi be a permutation that is sortable by DI, but not when using this algorithm. Then pi
contains either a 3142 or a 3241 pattern, both which we have already shown to not be DI-sortable
in Proposition 2.1.
The previous two propositions give us the basis for the DI-sortable permutations.
Theorem 3.3. The basis for the class of permutations sortable by DI is {3142, 3241}.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The DI-sortable permutations have previously been enumerated:
Theorem 4.1 (Kremer [5, 6]). The number of DI-sortable permutations of length n is equal to the n− 1st
large Schro¨der number.
Thus it would be of interest if there is a natural bijection between the actions taken by the
machine when sorting DI-sortable permutations and one of the sets of combinatorial objects well-
known to be counted by the large Schro¨der numbers, such as Schro¨der paths.
One possible approach would be to use the fact that the small Schro¨der numbers are (starting at
n = 1) half of the large Schro¨der numbers. Also, the Schro¨der paths that have a diagonal step on the
main diagonal are in bijection with the small Schro¨der numbers. Similarly, the sum decomposable
DI-sortable permutations are counted by the small Schro¨der numbers. (This can be shown using
the fact that this class is closed under the direct sum operation.) Could diagonal steps on the main
diagonal be in some way correlated with points at which both of the stacks are empty during the
sorting process?
Another problem would be to see what happens if more than one decreasing stack is put in
series with an increasing stack, the DDI machine, or perhaps even the DIDI machine. While multi-
ple stacks in series are difficult to contend with, the decreasing restriction might make the problem
more manageable.
Acknowledgments: The author would like to thank Daniel Rose for his LATEX macros for drawing
two stacks in series.
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